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Abstract
Riverbed is a new framework for building privacy-respecting web services. Using a simple policy language, users define restrictions on how a remote service can process and store sensitive data. A transparent Riverbed proxy sits between a user’s front-end client (e.g., a web browser) and the back-end server code. The back-end code remotely attests to the proxy, demonstrating that the code respects user policies; in particular, the server code attests that it executes within a Riverbed-compatible managed runtime that uses IFC to enforce user policies. If attestation succeeds, the proxy releases the user’s data, tagging it with the user-defined policies. On the server-side, the Riverbed runtime places all data with compatible policies into the same universe (i.e., the same isolated instance of the full web service). The universe mechanism allows Riverbed to work with unmodified, legacy software; unlike prior IFC systems, Riverbed does not require developers to reason about security lattices, or manually annotate code with labels. Riverbed imposes only modest performance overheads, with worst-case slowdowns of 10% for several real applications.

1 INTRODUCTION
In a web service, a client like a desktop browser or smartphone app interacts with datacenter machines. Although smartphones and web browsers provide rich platforms for computation, the core application state typically resides in cloud storage. This state accrues much of its value from server-side computations that involve no participation (or explicit consent) from end-user devices.

By running the bulk of an application atop VMs in a commodity cloud, developers receive two benefits. First, developers shift the burden of server administration to professional datacenter operators. Second, developers gain access to scale-out resources that vastly exceed those that are available to a single user device. Scale-out storage allows developers to co-locate large amounts of data from multiple users; scale-out computation allows developers to process the co-located data for the benefit of users (e.g., by providing tailored search results) and the benefit of the application (e.g., by providing targeted advertising).

1.1 A Loss of User Control
Unfortunately, there is a disadvantage to migrating application code and user data from a user’s local machine to a remote datacenter server: the user loses control over where her data is stored, how it is computed upon, and how the data (and its derivatives) are shared with other services. Users are increasingly aware of the risks associated with unauthorized data leakage [11, 62, 82], and some governments have begun to mandate that online services provide users with more control over how their data is processed. For example, in 2016, the EU passed the General Data Protection Regulation [28]. Articles 6, 7, and 8 of the GDPR state that users must give consent for their data to be accessed. Article 17 defines a user’s right to request her data to be deleted; Article 32 requires a company to implement “appropriate” security measures for data-handling pipelines. Unfortunately, requirements like these lack strong definitions and enforcement mechanisms at the systems level. Laws like GDPR provide little technical guidance to a developer who wants to comply with the laws while still providing the sophisticated applications that users enjoy.

The research community has proposed information flow control (IFC) as a way to constrain how sensitive data spreads throughout a complex system [35, 42]. IFC assigns labels to program variables or OS-level resources like processes and pipes; given a partial ordering which defines the desired security relationships between labels, an IFC system can enforce rich properties involving data secrecy and integrity. Unfortunately, traditional IFC is too burdensome to use in modern, large-scale web services. The reason is that creating and maintaining a partial ordering of labels is too difficult—the average programmer or end-user struggles to reason about data safety via the abstraction of fine-grained label hierarchies. As a result, no popular, large-scale web service uses IFC to restrict how sensitive data is processed and shared.

1.2 Our Solution: Riverbed
In this paper, we introduce Riverbed, a distributed web platform for safeguarding the privacy of user data. Riverbed provides benefits to both web developers and end users. To web developers, Riverbed provides a practical IFC system which
allows developers to easily “bolt on” stronger security policies for complex applications written in standard managed languages. To end users, Riverbed provides a straightforward mechanism to verify that server-side code is running within a privacy-preserving environment.

Figure 1: Riverbed’s architecture. The user’s client device is on the left, and the web service is on the right. Unmodified components are white; modified or new components are grey.

Within a datacenter, Riverbed leverages the fact that many services run at managed runtimes like Python, .NET, or the JVM. Riverbed modifies such a runtime to automatically annotate the incoming HTTP data with the associated user policies. As the application derives new data from tainted bytes, the runtime ensures that the new data is also marked as tainted. If the application tries to externalize data via the disk or the network, the externalization is only allowed if it is permitted by user policies. The Riverbed runtime terminates an application process which attempts a disallowed externalization.

In Riverbed, application code (i.e., the code which the managed runtime executes) is totally unaware that IFC is occurring. Application developers have no way to read, write, create, or destroy taints and data flow policies. The advantage of this scheme is that it makes Riverbed compatible with code that has not been explicitly annotated with traditional IFC labels. However, different end users will likely define incompatible data flow policies. As a result, policy-agnostic code would quickly generate a policy violation for some subset of users; Riverbed would then terminate the application. To avoid this problem, Riverbed spawns multiple, lightweight copies of the back-end service, one for each set of users who share the same data flow policies. We call each copy a universe. Since users in the same universe allow the same types of data manipulations, any policy violations indicate true problems with the application (e.g., the application tried to transmit sensitive data to a server that was not whitelisted by the inhabitants of the universe).

Before a user’s Riverbed proxy sends data to a server, the proxy employs remote attestation [9, 15] to verify that the server is running an IFC-enforcing Riverbed runtime. Importantly, a trusted server will perform next-hop attestation—the server will not transmit sensitive data to another network endpoint unless that endpoint is an attested Riverbed runtime whose TLS certificate name is explicitly whitelisted by the user’s data flow policy. In this manner, Riverbed enables controlled data sharing between machines that span different domains.

1.3 Our Contributions

To the best of our knowledge, Riverbed is the first distributed IFC framework which is practical enough to support large-scale, feature-rich web services that are written in general-purpose managed languages. Riverbed preserves the traditional advantages of cloud-based applications, allowing developers to offload administrative tasks and leverage scale-out resources. However, Riverbed’s universe mechanism, coupled with a simple policy language, provides users with understandable, enforceable abstractions for controlling how datacenters manipulate sensitive data. Riverbed makes it easier for developers to comply with laws like GDPR—users give explicit consent for data access via Riverbed policies, with server-side universes constraining how user data may be processed, and where its derivatives can be stored.

We have ported several non-trivial applications to Riverbed, and written data flow policies for those applications. Our experiments show that Riverbed enforces policies with worst-case end-to-end overheads of 10%. Riverbed also supports legacy code with little or no developer intervention, making it easy for well-intentioned (but average-skill) developers to write services that respect user privacy.

2 RELATED WORK

In this section, we compare Riverbed to representative instances of prior IFC systems. At a high level, Riverbed’s innovation is the leveraging of universes and human-understandable, user-defined policies to enforce data flow constraints in IFC-unaware programs. Riverbed enforces these constraints without requiring developers to add security annotations to source code.

2.1 Explicit Labeling

In a classic IFC system, developers explicitly label program state, and construct a lattice which defines the ways in which differently-labeled state can interact. Roughly speaking, a program is composed of assignment statements; the IFC system only allows a particular assignment if all of the policies
involving righthand objects are compatible with the policies of the lefthand side.

IFC-visible assignments can be defined at various levels of granularity. For example, Jif [48], Fabric [45], and similar frameworks [14, 29, 79, 80] modify the compiler and runtime for a managed language, tracking information flow at the granularity of individual program variables. In contrast, frameworks like Thoth [25], Flume [39], Camflow [50], and DStar [81] modify the OS, associating labels with processes, IO channels, and OS-visible objects like files. Taint can be tracked at even high levels of abstraction, e.g., at the granularity of inputs and outputs to MapReduce tasks [66].

All of these approaches require developers to reason about a complex security lattice which captures relationships between a large number of privileges and privilege-using entities like users and groups. Porting a complex legacy application to such a framework would be prohibitively expensive, and to the best of our knowledge, there is no large-scale, deployed system that was written from scratch using IFC with explicit labeling. Developer-specified labels are also a poor fit for our problem domain of user-specified access policies.

Tracking data flows at too-high levels of abstraction can introduce problems of overtainting—to avoid false negatives, systems must often use pessimistic assumptions about how outputs should be tainted. For different reasons, overtainting is also a challenge for ISA-level taint tracking [27, 65]. For example, if taint is accidentally assigned to %ebp or %esp, then taint will rapidly propagate throughout the system, yielding many false positives [67]. To avoid these problems, Riverbed taints at the managed runtime level, a level which does not expose raw pointers, and defines data types with less ambiguous tainting semantics.

In Jeeves [7, 78], a developer explicitly associates each sensitive data object with a high-confidentiality value, a low-confidentiality value, and a policy which describes the contexts in which a particular value should be exposed. An object’s value is symbolic until the object is passed to an output sink, at which point Jeeves uses the context of the sink to assign a concrete value to the object. Riverbed avoids the need for developers to label objects with policies or concrete values with different fidelities; via the universe mechanism, Riverbed applications always compute on high-fidelity data while satisfying user-defined constraints on data propagation.

2.2 Implicit Labeling

Some IFC systems use predefined taint sources and IFC policies. For example, TaintDroid [26] uses a modified JVM to track information flows in Android applications. TaintDroid predefines a group of sensors and databases that generate sensitive data; examples of these sources include a smartphone’s GPS unit and SMS database. The only sink of interest is the network, because TaintDroid’s only goal is to prevent sensitive information from leaking via the network. Because TaintDroid uses a fixed, application-agnostic set of IFC rules, TaintDroid works on unmodified applications. Riverbed also works on unmodified applications. However, TaintDroid operates on a single-user device, whereas Riverbed targets a web service that has many users, each of whom may have unique preferences for how their data should be used. Thus, Riverbed requires users (but not developers or applications) to explicitly define information flow policies. Riverbed also requires the universe mechanism (§4.4) to prevent the mingling of data from users with incompatible flow policies.

2.3 Formal Verification

IronClad [33] servers, like Riverbed servers, use remote attestation to inform clients about the server-side software stack. In Ironclad, server-side code is written in Dafny [41], a language that is amenable to static verification of functional correctness. Nothing prevents Riverbed from executing formally-verified programs; however, Riverbed’s emphasis on running complex code in arbitrary managed languages means that Riverbed is generally unable to provide formal assurances about server-side code.

3 Threat Model

Riverbed assumes that developers want to enforce user-defined privacy policies, but are loathe to refactor code to do so. Thus, Riverbed assumes that server-side code is weakly adversarial: poorly-designed applications may unintentionally try to leak data via explicit flows, but developers will not intentionally write code that attempts to surreptitiously leak data, e.g., via implicit flows, or via targeted attacks on the taint-tracking managed runtime. Riverbed is compatible with mechanisms for tracking implicit flows [5, 6, 10, 61], but our Riverbed prototype does not track them for several reasons. One reason is that the punitive aspects of laws like the GDPR dis incentivize companies from writing code that intentionally subverts compliance mechanisms like Riverbed. Furthermore, in many common programming languages, mechanisms for detecting implicit flows have undesirable properties like flagging some well-behaved programs as malicious [5], or requiring annotations from developers [6]. Riverbed strives for compatibility with legacy, non-annotated code written in popular languages.

A datacenter operator has physical access to servers, which enables direct manipulation of server RAM. So, our current Riverbed prototype assumes that datacenter operators are trusted. To ease this assumption, Riverbed could leverage a hardware-enforced isolation mechanism like SGX [20, 37]. However, SGX places limits on the memory size of secure applications. SGX also requires the applications to run in ring 3, forcing the code to rely on an untrusted OS in ring 0 to perform IO; the result is a large number of context switches for applications that perform many IOs [8]. Riverbed strives to be compatible with complex applications that issue frequent IOs. Thus, our Riverbed prototype eschews mechanisms like SGX, and must be content with not protecting against actively-
malicious datacenter operators. To implement remote attestation, Riverbed does rely on tamper-resistant, server-side TPM hardware (§4.3), but TPMs do not protect against physical attacks on the rest of the server hardware.

Riverbed assumes that the entire client-side is trusted, with the exception of the web content in a particular page. Buggy or malicious content may try to disclose too much information to a server. However, Riverbed ensures that whatever data is sent will be properly tagged. Since Riverbed uses TLS to authenticate network endpoints, the HTTPS certificate provides the root of trust for attestation, and a daemon which hashes functions used by the attestation protocol. Between the TPM hardware and the managed runtime are a boot loader, a hypervisor, and other systems software. Each end-user can choose a different collection of intermediate software to trust. A user’s preferences are expressed in her policies (§4.2), so that Riverbed’s client-side proxy can refuse to disclose data to untrusted server-side systems code.

4 DESIGN

Figure 1 provides a high-level overview of the Riverbed architecture. In this section, we provide more details on how users specify their policies, and how Riverbed enforces those policies on the server-side.

4.1 Riverbed-amenable Services

Riverbed is best-suited for certain types of web services.

- Services with per-user silos for application state, and no cross-user sharing: Examples include back-up services like Ionic [51], and private note-taking apps like Turtl [47]. Riverbed prevents information leakage between per-user silos (although an individual silo may span multiple server-side hostnames and cloud providers).

- Services that silo user data according to explicitly-defined group affinities: For example, a social networking site can create a universe for the state belonging to a corporation’s private group. The corporation’s users map to the same Riverbed user (§4.2), with no data flows between different corporations. Financial analysis sites and email services can use this decomposition to isolate data belonging to a particular business or social group.

- Services which aggregate unaffiliated users by shared policies: For example, in a news site, users can define policies that impact whether the site may aggregate user data for targeted advertising. Riverbed places users with equivalent policies into the same universe, ensuring that the site respects each user’s preferences.

4.2 Expressing Policies

Figure 2 provides an example of a Riverbed policy. For simplicity, we elide graph-based contextual attestation predicates (§4.3).

Child policies (§4.2) can whitelist communication between server-side endpoints with otherwise incompatible policies. However, such whitelisting is easier when the server-side application consists of small, well-defined components, so that whitelisting individual components has well-understood security implications.
applications that try to write tainted data to persistent storage, but lack the appropriate permissions.

A policy can optionally include an email address that belongs to the policy owner. If a Riverbed managed runtime must terminate policy-violating code, Riverbed can email the policy owner, informing the user about the thwarted policy breach. The user can then complain to the service operator, or take another corrective action.

The ALLOW-TO-NETWORK field is optional, and allows a user to whitelist network endpoints to which user data may flow. Endpoints are represented by hostnames; each whitelisted hostname is expected to have a valid X.509 certificate, e.g., as used by HTTPS. Before a Riverbed managed runtime allows tainted data to externalize via a socket, the runtime will check whether the remote endpoint is whitelisted by the tainted data’s policy. If so, the runtime forces the remote endpoint to attest its software stack. If that stack is whitelisted by the policy, the runtime allows the transfer to complete. Otherwise, the runtime terminates the application. Note that Riverbed allows untainted data to be sent to arbitrary remote servers.

The final item in a policy is typically one or more TRUSTED-SERVER-STACK entries. Each trusted stack is represented by a list of hash values; see Section 4.3 for more details about how these hash values are generated by servers, and later consumed by the attestation protocol.

As discussed in Sections 4.3 and 4.6, a client-side proxy leverages attestation to validate the server-side software stack up to, but not including, the application-defined managed code. Once the proxy determines that Riverbed’s taint-tracking managed runtime is executing on the server, the proxy will trust the runtime to enforce the policies described earlier in this section. However, the policies from earlier in this section only enable aggregation at a binary granularity (i.e., “allowed” or “disallowed”); a universe which disallows aggregation can never permit data to flow to a universe which does allow aggregation. This restriction prevents several useful types of selective aggregation. For example, two email servers in separate no-aggregate universes could ideally send emails to a trusted spam filter application which trains across all inboxes, and then returns a filter to each universe. To allow such aggregation by explicitly trusted components, Riverbed policies can decorate an ALLOW-TO-NETWORK field with a child policy. The child policy can override settings in the parent policy, allowing aggregation to occur at the endpoint. The child policy must specify a full-stack attestation record, to allow Riverbed to verify the identity of a particular type of trusted application-level code (e.g., ŠpaṃAssassin [2]). Data received from a trusted aggregator is marked with the taint descriptor of the receiving universe.

Riverbed allows a user to define her own policy for each web service that she uses. However, some policies may be fundamentally incompatible with certain services. As a trivial example, a Dropbox-like service that provides online storage is intrinsically incompatible with a PERSISTENT-STORAGE: False policy.1 In the common case, we expect users to rely on trusted outside authorities, called policy generators, to define reasonable policies for sites. For example, consider a web site that wants to deliver targeted advertising via a third-party ad network evil-ads.com. A consumer advocacy group can advise users to avoid policies that whitelist evil-ads.com. Consumer advocacy groups can also publish suggested policy files for particular sites, based on research about what reasonable permissions for those sites should be.

Note that modern web browsing is already influenced by a variety of curated policies. For example, Google maintains a set of known-malicious URLs; multiple browser types consult this list to prevent accidental user navigation to attacker-controlled pages [31]. As another example, ad blockers [18] interpose on a page load, blocking content from sites deemed objectionable by the creators of the ad blocker. Riverbed introduces a new kind of web policy, but does not shatter prior expectations that web browsing must be an unmediated experience.

4.3 Server Attestation

The client-side proxy shepherds the interactions between the client and server portions of a Riverbed application. In this section, we describe the proxy in the context of a traditional web service whose client/server protocol is HTTP. Proxies are easily written for other protocols like SMTP (§4.5). We assume that the reader understands the basics of remote attestation, but readers who lack this knowledge can refer to the appendix for the necessary background material.

A user configures her browser to use the Riverbed proxy to connect to the Internet. At start-up time, the proxy searches a well-known directory for the user’s policy files; the proxy assumes that each filename corresponds to the hostname in a server-side X.509 certificate (e.g., x.com). When the proxy receives an HTTP request that is destined for x.com, the proxy opens a TLS connection to x.com’s server, and forces that server to remotely attest its software stack. If the attestation succeeds, the proxy issues the HTTP request that triggered the attestation. Later, upon receiving a response from the server, the proxy forwards the response to the browser. By default, the proxy assumes that an attestation is valid for one day before a new attestation is necessary.

Riverbed strives to be practical, but traditional remote attestation [9, 15] has some unfortunate practical limitations. Consider the following challenges.

Server-side ambiguity: In traditional attestation, servers establish trust with clients by providing an explicit list of server-side software components. However, servers may not wish to share a perfectly-accurate view of their local software environment. For example, servers might be concerned that a

---

1… unless the service is intentionally exporting a RAM-only storage abstraction.
malicious client will launch zero-day attacks against vulnerable (and precisely-identified) server components.

**Potentially safe code:** A server-side component may be intrinsically secure, but currently unvetted by the creator of a user’s Riverbed policies. Alternatively, a server-side executable might be intrinsically insecure, but perfectly safe to run if launched within a sandboxed environment like a virtual machine. Traditional attestation protocols are ill-suited to handle cases like these, since trust decisions are binary—a hash value in an attestation message corresponds to a categorically trusted component, or a categorically untrusted component.

**Policy updating:** A virtuous server administrator will be diligent about applying the latest patches to server-side code. If the user’s policy generator is not as diligent, then users will reject legitimately trustworthy stacks as suspicious. Similarly, if users are more aggressive about updating policies than a server administrator, then out-of-date server-side stacks will be legitimately rejected as untrustworthy, but the server administrator will lack an immediate explanation for why. Traditional attestation protocols focus on the cryptographic aspects of client-server communication, but cannot resolve these kinds of policy disputes.

Riverbed uses the Cobweb attestation system [74] to handle these practical concerns. In traditional attestation, the attestor sends a TPM-signed $\text{PCR}[10]$ value, and a list of $<\text{filename}, \text{filehash}>$ tuples representing the objects that are covered by the cumulative hash in $\text{PCR}[10]$. Cobweb allows the attestor to augment the traditional attestation report with a contextual graph that provides additional information about the attestor’s software stack. For example, a contextual graph might represent a process tree, where each vertex is a process and each edge represents a parent/child $\text{fork()}$ relationship. An edge could also represent a dynamic information flow, e.g., indicating that two processes have communicated via IPC. Attestation verifiers specify policies as graph predicates that look for desired structural properties in the contextual graph or the regular attestation list of $<\text{filename}, \text{filehash}>$ tuples.

Riverbed uses contextual graphs, and policy specification via graph predicates, to eliminate some of the practical difficulties with traditional attestation. For example:

- If attestation fails (i.e., if a client-side Riverbed proxy discovers that a graph predicate cannot be satisfied), the proxy sends the failed predicate to the server. The server can then initiate concrete remediating steps, e.g., by updating software packages, or removing a blacklisted application.

- A Riverbed server can also dispute the failure of a graph predicate. For example, if a user’s proxy believes that a particular server-side component is out-of-date, the server can respond with a list of signed, vendor-supplied updates for which the user’s proxy may be unaware. The proxy can then ask the user’s policy generator for a new policy.

### Figure 3: Alice and Bob have compatible policies, so Riverbed maps them to the same universe. Charlie has an incompatible policy because he disallows aggregation. Thus, Charlie must receive his own universe.

- A user’s Riverbed policy can tolerate an unknown or normally untrusted server binary if that binary is launched within a sandbox that isolates the component from other components which the user does require to be trusted. To provide confidence in the sandbox, the server’s contextual graph should contain the $\text{fork()}/\text{exec()}$ history for the server, as well as the configuration files for the sandbox environment. As a concrete example, suppose that a server needs to run a $\text{telnetd}$ daemon to communicate with a legacy internal service. The $\text{telnet}$ protocol is known to be insecure, but a Riverbed proxy can trust the server’s Apache instance if the server uses a virtual machine or a Docker container to isolate $\text{telnetd}$.

Riverbed also leverages Cobweb’s support for server-side software ambiguity, but we refer the reader to the Cobweb paper [74] for a discussion of how Cobweb implements this feature.

#### 4.4 Universes

Consider Alice, Bob, and Charlie, three Riverbed users whose policies are shown in Figure 3. The policies of these users are almost the same—they differ only with respect to the $\text{AGGREGATION}$ token. Alice and Bob allow aggregation, but Charlie does not. How should Riverbed handle the data of these users on the server-side?

Riverbed could optimistically assume that the server-side application code will never try to aggregate Charlie’s data with that of Alice or Bob. Riverbed executes the code atop a taint-tracking runtime (§4.5), so Riverbed could syn-
chronously detect attempted violations of Charlie’s policy. Unfortunately, attempted violations are likely, since Riverbed executes unmodified applications that are unaware of Riverbed policies. If a violation occurs, Riverbed would lack good options for moving forward. Riverbed could permanently terminate the application, which would prevent the disallowed aggregation of Charlie’s data. However, all three users would be locked out of the now-dead service. To avoid this outcome, Riverbed could try to synchronously clone the application at policy violation time, creating two different versions: one for Alice and Bob, and another for Charlie. However, determining which pieces of in-memory and on-disk state should belong in which clone is difficult without application-specific knowledge; a primary goal of Riverbed is to enforce security in a service-agnostic manner.

Riverbed’s solution emerges from the insight that Riverbed does not need to run any code to determine whether a set of policies might conflict. Instead, Riverbed can simply examine the policies themselves. For example, if a policy does not allow aggregation, then Riverbed can preemptively spawn a separate copy of the service for the policy’s owner. Riverbed can spawn this copy on-demand, upon receiving the first request from the owner. Now consider a policy $P$ that allows aggregation and a particular set of storage and network permissions (e.g., $\text{PERM} \text{ITEN\text{-}STORAGE}$: True and $\text{ALLOW\text{-}TO\text{-}NETWORK}$: $x$.com). All users whose policies match $P$ can be placed in the same copy of the service. Riverbed can spawn the copy upon receiving the first request that is tagged with $P$.

We call each service copy a universe. To implement the universe mechanism, Riverbed places a reverse proxy in front of the actual servers which run application code. Clients send their requests to the reverse proxy; the reverse proxy examines the policy in each request, spawns a new universe if necessary, and then forwards the request to the appropriate universe. Our Riverbed prototype instantiates each universe component inside of a Docker [21] instance that contains a taint-tracking runtime ($\S$4.5) and the component-specific code and data. Docker containers are much smaller than traditional virtual machines since Docker virtualizes at the POSIX layer instead of the hardware layer. As a result, creating, destroying, and suspending universes is fast ($\S$6.4). Docker runs each container atop a copy-on-write file system that belongs to the host [24]. Thus, universes share the storage that is associated with application code and other user-agnostic files.

Universes provide a final advantage: since all of the sensitive data in a universe has the same policy, a universe’s taint-tracking runtime only needs to associate a single logical bit of taint with each object ("tainted" or "untainted"). If data from all users resided in the same universe, the runtime would have to associate each object with a value that represented a specific taint pattern.

The relationship between the number of users and the number of universes is application-specific. Some web services will specifically target a 1-1 mapping. For example, in a “private Dropbox” service that implements confidential online storage, users will naturally specify data policies that prevent aggregation (and thus require a universe per user). In contrast, social networking applications intrinsically derive their value from the sharing of raw user data, and the extraction of interesting cross-user patterns. For these applications, users must allow aggregation (although the scope of aggregation can be restricted using groups ($\S$4.2)).

### 4.5 Taint Tracking

A managed language like Python, Go, or Java does not expose raw pointers to applications, or allow those applications to directly issue system calls. Instead, the language runtime acts as a mediation layer, controlling how a program interacts with the outside world. Like much of the prior work on dynamic tainting [26, 34, 46, 13], Riverbed enforces information flow control inside the managed runtime. Our Riverbed prototype modifies PyPy [53], a state-of-the-art Python interpreter, to extract Riverbed policies from incoming network data, and assign taint to derived information.

PyPy translates Python source files to bytecodes. Those bytecode are then interpreted. Riverbed adds taint-tracking instrumentation to the interpreter, injecting propagation rules that are similar to those of TaintDroid [26]. For example, in a binary operation like $\text{ADD}$, the lefthand side of the assignment receives the union of the taints of the righthand sides. Assigning a constant value to a variable clears the taint of the variable. If an array element is used as a righthand side, the lefthand side receives the taint of both the array and the index.

We call Riverbed’s modified Python runtime PyRB. If a Python application tries to send tainted data to remote host $x$.com, PyRB first checks whether externalization to $x$.com is permitted by the tainted data’s policy. If so, PyRB forces $x$.com to remotely attest its software stack; in this scenario, PyRB acts as the client in the protocol from Section 4.3. If $x$.com’s stack is trusted by the tainted data’s policy, PyRB allows the data to flow to $x$.com. Otherwise, PyRB terminates the application. Riverbed provides a standalone attestation daemon that a server can use to respond to attestation requests.

PyRB must also taint incoming network data that was sent by end-user clients like web browsers. To do so without requiring modifications to legacy application code, PyRB assumes two things. First, clients are assumed to use standard network protocols like HTTP or SMTP. Second, PyRB assumes that when clients send requests using those protocols, clients embed Riverbed policies in a known way. Ensuring the second property is easy if unmodified clients run atop Riverbed proxies; for example, when an unmodified web browser sends requests through a client-side Riverbed proxy, the proxy will automatically embed Riverbed policies using the Riverbed-policy HTTP header. Similarly, a client-
side SMTP proxy can attach Riverbed policies using a custom SMTP command.

On the server-side, PyRB assumes that traffic intended for well-known ports uses the associated well-known protocol. Upon receiving a connection to such a port, PyRB reads the initial bytes from the socket before passing those bytes to the application. If the initial bytes cannot be parsed as the expected protocol, PyRB forcibly terminates the connection. Otherwise, if PyRB finds a Riverbed policy, PyRB taints the socket bytes and then hands the tainted bytes to the higher-level application code. If there is no policy attached to the bytes, PyRB hands untainted bytes to the higher-level code. Importantly, the application code is unaware of the tainting process, and cannot read or write the taint labels.

If policies allow server-side code to write to persistent storage, PyRB taints the files that the application writes. PyRB does whole-file tainting, storing taint information in per-file extended attributes [40]. PyRB prevents application code from reading or writing those attributes. Whole-file tainting minimizes the storage overhead for taints, but Riverbed is compatible with taint-aware storage layers (§6.2) that perform fine-grained tainting, e.g., at the level of individual database rows; the use of such storage layers will minimize the likelihood of overtainting.

When an application reads data from a tainted file, PyRB taints the incoming bytes, preventing the application from laundering taint through the file system. Note that, even though a policy contains multiple constraints (§4.2), all of the users within a universe share the same policy; thus, PyRB only needs to associate a single logical bit with each Python object (§4.4). PyRB does need to store one copy of the full policy, so that the policy can be consulted when tainted data reaches an output sink.

Managed languages sometimes offer “escape hatches” that allow an application to directly interact with the unmanaged world. For example, in Java, the JNI mechanism [49] enables applications to invoke code written in native languages like C. In Python, interfaces like os.system() and subprocess.call() allow managed code to spawn native binaries. A Riverbed runtime can use one of three strategies to handle a particular escape hatch.

- The runtime can disallow the escape hatch by fiat.
- Alternatively, the runtime can whitelist the binaries that can be launched by the escape hatch. Each whitelisted binary must have a pre-generated taint model attached to it [26], such that the runtime can determine whether the binary is safe to launch given a particular set of tainted inputs, and if so, how taint should be assigned in the managed world when the binary terminates.
- The runtime can track instruction-level information flows in binaries launched by an escape hatch. To do so, the runtime must execute the native instructions via emulation [54, 76]. Strictly speaking, the runtime only needs to emulate instructions that touch sensitive data; the runtime can use page table permissions to detect when native code tries to access tainted data [36, 55, 56]. This optimization allows most native code to execute unemulated, i.e., directly atop the hardware.

PyRB could use any or all of these strategies. Our current PyRB prototype uses the first two. PyRB disallows C bindings by fiat, and only allows applications to spawn a child process if that process will be an instance of the PyRB interpreter (with the Python code to run in the child process specified as an argument to the child process). The parent and child PyRB interpreters will introspect on cross-process file descriptor communication, encapsulating the raw bytes within a custom protocol which ensures that taint is correctly propagated between the two runtimes.

### 4.6 Discussion

**The necessity of IFC:** A Riverbed server attests its systems software and its Riverbed managed runtime. However, the server does not attest the contents of higher-level code belonging to the web service. At first glance, this approach might seem odd: why not have the server attest all application code as well? If clients trust the attested application code, then server-side IFC might be unnecessary. However, in many cases, application code is not open source, e.g., because the code contains proprietary intellectual property that confers a competitive advantage to the web service owner. Code like this cannot be audited by a trusted third party, so end-users would gain little confidence from remote attestations of that code. Even if the server-side code were open source and publicly auditable, there are many more server applications than OSes and low-level systems software. Given a finite amount of resources that can be devoted to auditing, those resources are best spent inspecting the lowest levels of the stack. Indeed, if those levels are not secure, then even audited higher-level code will be untrustworthy. Also note that, even if the web service code has been audited, Riverbed provides security in depth, by catching any disallowed information flows that the audit may have missed.

**Universe migration:** Due to server-side load balancing or fail-over, a container belonging to a universe can migrate across different physical servers. From a user’s perspective, migration is transparent if a user-facing container is placed on a server with a trusted stack—attestation involving the new server and the user’s Riverbed proxy will succeed as expected. However, before migration occurs, the old server must force the new server to attest; in this fashion, the old server ensures that the new server runs a trusted Riverbed stack (and will therefore respect the data policies associated with the universe being migrated).

**Preventing denial-of-service via spurious universe creation:** Attackers might generate a large number of fake users, each of which has a policy that requires a separate universe; the attacker’s goal would be to force the application to exhaust resources trying to manage all of the universes. Fortunately,
in a given Riverbed application, each universe employs copy-on-write storage layered atop a base image. As a result, a new universe consumes essentially zero storage resources until the universe starts receiving actual client requests that write to storage. Riverbed also suspends cold universes to disk. Thus, a maliciously-created universe that is cold will consume no CPU cycles and no RAM space; storage overhead will be proportional to the write volume generated by client requests, but this overhead is no different than in a non-Riverbed application. Regardless, a Riverbed application should perform the same user verification [32, 73, 75] that a traditional web service performs.

Hostname management: Applications which use a microservice architecture will contain many small pieces of code that are executed by a potentially large number of hostnames. An application that uses elastic scaling may also dynamically bind service state to a large set of hostnames. User policies can employ wildcarded TLS hostnames [30] to avoid the need for a priori knowledge of all possible hostnames.

Taint relabeling: Consider a user named Alice. A Riverbed service assigns Alice to a universe upon receiving the first request from Alice (§4.4). What happens if Alice later wants to re-taint her data, i.e., assign a different policy to that data? Suppose that Alice lives in a singleton universe that only contains herself. Further suppose that her policy modification keeps her in a singleton universe. In this scenario, re-tainting data is straightforward. If storage permissions were enabled but now are not, Riverbed deletes Alice’s data on persistent storage. If network permissions changed, then Riverbed will only allow tainted data to flow to the new set of whitelisted endpoints. Nothing special must be done to handle tainted memory in the managed runtime—since Alice still lives in a singleton universe, there is no way for the service to combine her in-memory data with the data of others. If Alice later wants to invoke her “right to be forgotten,” Riverbed just destroys Alice’s universe.

The preceding discussion assumed that Alice only has universe state in a single TLS domain (e.g., x.com). However, Alice’s singleton universe will span multiple domains if Alice’s original policy enabled cross-domain data transfers. In these scenarios, Riverbed must disseminate a policy modification request to all relevant domains. Doing so is mostly straightforward, since the relevant domains are explicitly enumerated in Alice’s original policy. Riverbed does need to pay special attention to wildcarded network sinks like *.x.com; such domains must expose a directory service that allows Riverbed to enumerate the concrete hostnames that are covered by the wildcard.

Now consider a different user Bob who wants to change his policy. If Bob lives in a universe that is shared with others, then re-tainting is harder, regardless of whether Bob wishes to transfer to a shared universe or a singleton one. The challenges are the same ones faced by a synchronous universe clone at policy-violation time (§4.4): since Riverbed is application-agnostic, Riverbed has no easy way to cleanly splice a user’s data out of one universe and into another. Thus, if Bob lives in a shared universe and wishes to move to a different one, Riverbed must first use application-specific mechanisms to extract his data from his current universe. Then, Riverbed deletes Bob’s current universe. Finally, Riverbed must re-inject Bob’s data into the appropriate universe via application-specific requests. This migration process may be tedious, but importantly, Riverbed narrows the scope of data finding and extraction. When re-tainting must occur, the application only needs to look for Bob’s data within Bob’s original universe, not the full set of application resources belonging to all users. Before and after re-tainting, Riverbed ensures that Bob’s IFC policies are respected.

CDNs: Large-scale web services use CDNs to host static objects that many users will need to fetch. CDN servers do not run application logic, but they do see user cookies which may contain sensitive information. So, by default, client-side Riverbed proxies force CDN nodes to attest. However, a proxy can explicitly whitelist CDN domains that should not be forced to attest.

Policy creep: Traditional end-user license agreements represent a crude form of data consent. In a EULA, a service provider employs natural language to describe how a service will handle user data; a user can then decide whether to opt into the service. Riverbed tries to empower users by giving users the ability to define policies for data manipulation. However, Riverbed cannot force a service to regard a user-defined policy as acceptable. Furthermore, the history of traditional EULAs suggests that, in a Riverbed world, services will prefer less restrictive Riverbed policies. For example, a service may refuse to accept a user if the user’s Riverbed policy will not allow data flows to a particular advertising network. In this situation, the service can mandate that a less restrictive policy is the cost of admission to the service. Riverbed cannot prevent such behavior. However, Riverbed does force services to be more transparent about data promiscuity, because any service-suggested policy must be explicit about how data will be used. Riverbed also uses IFC to force services to adhere to policies.

Deployment considerations: Riverbed assumes that datacenter machines have TPM hardware. This assumption is reasonable, since TPMs are already present in many commodity servers. In a complex, multi-tier application, components may span multiple administrative domains. The failure of some domains to run up-to-date stacks may lead to cascading problems with the overall application, as trusted stacks refuse to share data with unpatched ones. This behavior is actually desirable from the security perspective, and it incentivizes domains to keep their software up-to-date.
5 IMPLEMENTATION

The core of our Riverbed prototype consists of a client-side proxy (§4.3), a server-side reverse proxy (§4.4), and a taint-tracking Python runtime (§4.5). The two proxies, which are written in Python, share parts of their code bases, and comprise 773 lines in total, not counting external libraries to handle HTTP traffic [57] and manipulate Docker instances [23]. PyRB is a derivative of the PyPy interpreter [53], and contains roughly 500 lines of new or modified source code.

To implement remote attestation, servers used LG’s UEFI firmware, which implemented the TPM 2.0 specification [70]. At boot time, the firmware extended a PCR with a TPM-aware version of the GRUB2 bootloader [17]. GRUB2 then extended the PCR with a TPM-aware version of the Linux 4.8 kernel. The kernel used Linux’s Integrity Management Architecture [44] to automatically extend the PCR when loading kernel modules or user-mode binaries. Contextual attestation graphs were generated by Cobweb [74], with servers and client-side Riverbed proxies using the Cobweb library to implement the attestation protocol.

6 EVALUATION

In this section, we demonstrate that Riverbed induces only modest performance penalties, allowing Riverbed to be a practical security framework for realistic applications. In all experiments, server code ran on an Amazon c4 instance which had a 4-core Intel Xeon E5-2666 processor and 16 GB of RAM. The client was a 3.1 GHz Intel Core i7 laptop with 16 GB of RAM. The network latency between the client and the server was 14 ms.

6.1 Attestation Overhead

Before a client-side Riverbed proxy will send data to a server, the proxy will force the server to attest. We evaluated attestation performance under a variety of emulated network latencies and bandwidths. The client’s policy required the attesting server to run a trusted version of /sbin/init, as well as trusted versions of 31 low-level system binaries like /bin/sh. The policy also used a Cobweb graph predicate (§4.3) to validate the process tree belonging to the Docker subsystem, ensuring that the tree contained no extraneous or missing processes.

Due to space restrictions, we only provide a summary of the results. Attestations were small (112 KB), so attestation time was largely governed by network latency, the cost of the slow TPM quote() operation (which took 215 ms on our server hardware), and Cobweb overheads for graph serialization, deserialization, and predicate matching (which required 562 ms of aggregate compute time on the server and the client-side proxy). On a client/server network link with a 14 ms RTT, the client-perceived time needed to fetch and validate an attestation was 846 ms. Proxies cache attestation results (§4.3), so this attestation penalty is amortized.

6.2 Case Studies

To study Riverbed’s post-attestation overheads, we ported three Python applications to Riverbed.

- MiniTwit [59] is a Twitter clone that implements core Twitter features like posting messages and following users. Application code runs in Flask [58], a popular server-side web framework. MiniTwit uses a SQLite database to store persistent information. We defined a Riverbed policy which allowed user data aggregation, and allowed tainted data to be written to storage and to other network servers in our MiniTwit deployment.

- Ionic Backup [51] is a Dropbox clone that provides a user with online storage. Ionic allows a user to upload, download, list, and delete files on the storage server. The Ionic client uses HTTP to communicate with the server. For this application, we defined a Riverbed policy which allowed user data to be written to disk, but disallowed aggregation, and prevented user data from being sent to other network servers.

- Thrifty P2P [43] implements a peer-to-peer distributed hash table [60, 68]. The primary client-facing operations are PUT(key, value) and GET(key). Internally, Thrifty peers issue their own traffic to detect failed hosts, route puts and gets to the appropriate peers, and so on. For this application, we defined a Riverbed policy which allowed aggregation and storage, but only allowed tainted data to be written to endpoints that resided in our test deployment of Thrifty servers.

Ionic required no modifications to run atop Riverbed. Thrifty peers used a custom network protocol to communicate; so, we had to build a proxy for the Thrift RPC layer [3] that injected Riverbed policies into outgoing messages, and tainted incoming data appropriately. MiniTwit’s core application logic required no changes, but, to reduce the likelihood of over-tainting, we did modify MiniTwit’s Python-based database engine to be natively taint-aware, e.g., so that each database row had an associated on-disk taint bit, and so that query results were tagged with the appropriate union taints, based on the items that were read and written to satisfy the query. Our modifications are hidden beneath a narrow abstraction layer, making it easy to integrate the Python-level MiniTwit logic with off-the-shelf taint-tracking databases [63, 64, 77].

Figure 4 depicts end-to-end performance results for MiniTwit, Ionic, and Thrifty. The results demonstrate that Riverbed imposes small client-perceived overheads (1.01x–1.10x). Figure 5 isolates Riverbed’s server-side computational penalties. For each request type, we compare server-side performance when using unmodified PyPy, PyRB in which no data is tainted, or PyRB in which data is tainted according to the policies that we described earlier in this section. For MiniTwit, Riverbed had overheads of 1.02x–1.15x. For Ionic, Riverbed imposed overheads of 1.04x–1.16x. For Thrifty, puts and gets had slowdowns of 1.18x and 1.26x respectively. Riverbed imposed the least overhead for Ionic’s “remove” and
Figure 4: End-to-end response times for processing various user requests. For MiniTwit, the user viewed her timeline. For Ionic, the user downloaded a 300 KB file, or asked for a list of the contents of a server-side directory. For Thrifty, the client fetched a 20 byte value from a DHT that contained 2 nodes; the DHT was intentionally kept small to emphasize the computational overheads of Riverbed. The client/server network latency was 14 ms. Each result is the average of 50 trials.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operation</th>
<th>Without Riverbed</th>
<th>With Riverbed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MiniTwit view timeline</td>
<td>229 ms</td>
<td>252 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ionic download</td>
<td>82.5 ms</td>
<td>83.1 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ionic ls</td>
<td>14.1 ms</td>
<td>14.2 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thrifty GET request</td>
<td>27.5 ms</td>
<td>28.0 ms</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5: Server-side overheads for processing various user requests. The workloads are a superset of the ones in Figure 4. Each result is the average of 50 trials.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operation</th>
<th>Regular PyPy</th>
<th>PyRB (no taint)</th>
<th>PyRB (taint)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MiniTwit post message</td>
<td>14 ms</td>
<td>15 ms</td>
<td>15 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MiniTwit view timeline</td>
<td>4.1 ms</td>
<td>4.2 ms</td>
<td>4.2 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MiniTwit follow user</td>
<td>13 ms</td>
<td>15 ms</td>
<td>15 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ionic upload</td>
<td>2.3 ms</td>
<td>2.5 ms</td>
<td>2.5 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ionic download</td>
<td>4.8 ms</td>
<td>5.0 ms</td>
<td>5.0 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ionic ls</td>
<td>0.43 ms</td>
<td>0.50 ms</td>
<td>0.50 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thrifty PUT request</td>
<td>0.16 ms</td>
<td>0.17 ms</td>
<td>0.19 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thrifty GET request</td>
<td>0.19 ms</td>
<td>0.24 ms</td>
<td>0.24 ms</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

“delete” operations, since PyRB could handle these operations merely by issuing file system calls, without handling much in-memory data that had to be checked for taint. In contrast, operations that involved reading or writing network data required PyRB to interpose on data processing code, even if no data was tainted, and perform extra work at data sources and sinks.

6.3 PyPy Benchmarks

For a wider perspective on PyRB’s performance, we used PyRB to run the benchmarking suite from the Performance project [52]. The suite focuses on real Python applications, downloading the necessary packages for those applications and then running the real application code. Figure 6 shows PyRB’s performance on a representative set of benchmarks. The benchmarks that are above the thin black line resemble applications that might run inside of a Riverbed universe; these benchmarks perform actions that are common to web services, like parsing HTML, responding to HTTP requests, and performing database queries. These benchmarks tend to be IO-heavy, with occasional CPU idling as code waits for IOs to complete. In contrast, the benchmarks beneath the thin black line are CPU-intensive. PyRB does not affect the speed of IOs, but does affect the speed of computation, so PyRB has slightly higher overhead for the bottom set of benchmarks. Overall, PyRB is at most 1.19x slower. These results overestimate PyRB’s overheads because clients and servers resided on the same machine (and thus incurred zero network latency).

Figure 6: PyRB’s performance on representative benchmarks from the Performance benchmark suite [52]. PyRB’s performance is normalized with respect to that of regular PyPy. No data was tainted in these experiments.

Figure 7: Physical memory pressure in MiniTwit when run without Riverbed, or with Riverbed using various numbers of universes. Note that in MiniTwit, each universe requires only one container. In each test configuration, we measured memory pressure after submitting 1000 requests to each MiniTwit instance that existed in the configuration.

Figure 8: MiniTwit server response rate as a function of (1) the number of universes, and (2) whether the server had 60 GB of RAM or 16 GB of RAM. We used the Apache Benchmark tool [1] to simulate clients that requested MiniTwit timelines which had 100 messages. In each trial, we submitted 1000 requests, with 100 outstanding requests at any given time. For the server with 16 GB of RAM, swapping began with 256 universes.

6.4 Universe Overhead

The size for a base Riverbed Docker image is 212 MB. The image contains the state that belongs to the PyRB runtime, and is similar in size to the official PyPy Docker image [22]. Each Riverbed service adds application-specific code and
data to the base Riverbed image. However, a live Docker instance uses copy-on-write storage, so multiple Riverbed universes share disk space (and in-memory page cache space) for common data.

We believe that for most Riverbed applications, the universe abstraction will not increase overall storage requirements; in other words, the space needed for per-universe data plus shared-universe data will be similar to the space needed for the non-Riverbed version of the application. For example, in MiniTwit, for a given number of timelines with a given amount of posts, the storage requirements are the same if the timelines are partitioned across multiple Riverbed universes, or kept inside a single, regular MiniTwit deployment. However, Docker’s copy-on-write file system does result in slower disk I/Os. As a concrete example, we measured MiniTwit’s database throughput when MiniTwit ran directly atop ext4, and when MiniTwit ran inside a universe that used Docker’s overlayfs file system [24]. We examined database workloads with read/write ratios of 95/5 and 50/50, akin to the YCSB workloads A and B [16]. The targeted database rows were drawn from a Zipf distribution with $\beta = 0.53$, similar to the distribution observed in real-life web services [4, 72]. We found that, inside a Riverbed universe, transaction throughput slowed by 7.7% for the 95/5 workload, and by 17.3% for the 50/50 workload.

For our three sample applications, spawning a new Docker container required 260–280 ms on our test server. In Riverbed, the container creation penalty is rarely paid; the reverse proxy only has to create a new universe upon seeing a request with a policy that is incompatible with all pre-existing universes. Subsequent requests which are tagged with that policy will be routed to the pre-existing universe.

Creating new universes is rare, but pausing and unpause old ones may not be. If an application has many universes, and memory pressure on a particular physical server is high, then temporarily-quiessent universes can be suspended to disk. On our test server with 512 live containers, pausing or unpauasing a single Docker instance took roughly 30 ms. However, recent empirical research has shown that in datacenters, a tenant’s resource requirements are often predictable [19]. Thus, universes can be assigned to physical servers in ways that reduce suspension/resumption costs.

Docker virtualizes at the POSIX level, so the processes inside of a Riverbed universe are just processes inside of the host OS. As a result, the RAM footprint for a Riverbed universe is just the memory that is associated with the host processes for the universe. Our Riverbed prototype was able to spawn up to 1023 live containers on a single server. This 1023 bound is a well-known limitation of the current Docker implementation. Docker associates a virtual network card with each instance, and attaches the virtual card to a Linux network bridge [69]; a Linux bridge can only accept 1023 interfaces. Regardless, the current bound of 1023 containers per machine does not imply that a single application can have at most 1023 universes. The bound just means that, if an application has more than 1023 universes, then those universes must be spread across multiple servers. Riverbed’s reverse proxy (§4.4) considers server load when determining where to create or resurrect a universe; thus, the per-server container limit is not a concern in practice.

Figure 7 demonstrates that Riverbed’s memory pressure is linear in the number of active containers. As shown in Figure 8, a large number of universes has no impact on server throughput if all of the hot universes fit in memory. Unsurprisingly, throughput drops if active universes must be swapped between RAM and disk. However, a Docker container is just a set of Linux processes that are constrained using namespaces [38] and cgroups [12]; thus, the memory overhead for launching a Riverbed universe with $N$ processes is similar to the memory overhead of scaling out a regular application by creating $N$ regular processes. That being said, a Riverbed application does create processes more aggressively than a normal application. In Riverbed, incompatible policies require separate universes (and therefore separate processes), even if aggregate load across all universes is low.

7 CONCLUSION

Riverbed is a platform that simplifies the creation of web services that respect user-defined privacy policies. A Riverbed universe allows a web service to isolate the data that belongs to users with the same privacy policy; Riverbed’s taint tracking ensures that the data cannot flow to disallowed sinks. Riverbed’s client-side proxy will not divulge sensitive user data until servers have attested their trustworthiness. Riverbed is compatible with commodity managed languages, and does not force developers to annotate their source code or reason about security lattices. Experiments with real applications demonstrate that Riverbed imposes no more than a 10% performance degradation, while giving both users and developers more confidence that sensitive data is being handled correctly.
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At boot time, the TPM resets each PCR to a well-known value. The TPM’s `extend(index, value)` is the only way that entities external to the TPM can update a PCR. An extension sets `PCR[index] = SHA1(PCR[index] || value)`. During the boot process, the BIOS automatically extends `PCR[10]` with a value equal to the SHA1 hash of the BIOS code. The BIOS then reads the bootloader from the disk, extends `PCR[10]` with the hash of the bootloader, and jumps to the first instruction of the bootloader. The bootloader reads the kernel binary into RAM, extends `PCR[10]` with the hash of the kernel image, and then jumps to the first instruction of the kernel. These PCR extensions continue as the OS loads additional kernel modules and user-level system binaries. Thus, the attestor’s `PCR[10]` register will contain a cumulative hash of the local software stack.

Remote attestation: The verifier generates a random nonce and sends it to the attestor. The attestor asks its local TPM to generate a signature over the nonce and the value of `PCR[10]`; this signature, which is called a “quote” in TPM parlance, uses the attestor’s unique private key (whose corresponding public key is validated by a certificate from the CA). The attestor returns the following information to the verifier:

- the attestor’s certificate,
- the quote,
- the value of `PCR[10]` that is attested by the quote,
- a list of the SHA1 hashes that were used to extend `PCR[10]`, and
- optionally, a mapping from each hash to the server-side file name representing the content that was hashed.

The verifier checks the validity of the attestor’s public key using the certificate. The verifier then checks the validity of the quote signature, and confirms that cumulatively extending `PCR[10]` with the attestor-reported hash list results in the attestor-reported `PCR[10]` value. If these checks succeed, the verifier sees whether the hash list corresponds to a trusted ordering of trusted system components. If so, the remote attestation succeeds.

Attesting VMs: The traditional attestation protocol can be extended to cover the software stack inside of a VM [9]. During the initial boot sequence of a physical server, the physical `PCR[10]` will be extended with the bootloader code, the hypervisor binary, and other low-level software. The hypervisor will then extend `PCR[10]` using content associated with the virtual TPM manager; this content includes the binary of the manager itself, as well as certificates needed to vouch for the signatures produced by a VM’s virtual TPM. When a VM launches, the manager initializes the VM’s virtual PCRs using the values in the physical PCRs. The VM then boots, extending (virtual) PCRs as usual. In this manner, the attestation produced by a virtual TPM will be linked to a non-virtualized root of trust (i.e., the physical TPM of the server).

APPENDIX: OVERVIEW OF ATTESTATION

In this section, we give a slightly simplified description of the classic attestation protocol. We explain how an attestor (i.e., a potentially untrustworthy machine) securely describes its software stack to a remote verifier machine. For more details, we refer the interested reader to other work [15, 20, 9].

Setup: The attestor’s trusted hardware (called a TPM chip [71]) possesses a unique public/private key pair that is burned into the hardware. The private key is never exposed to the rest of the machine. The attestor also has a certificate, signed by the manufacturer of the TPM, that binds the attestor to its public key. Thus, the hardware manufacturer acts as a certificate authority (CA). Before the remote attestation protocol begins, the verifier must download the public key of the CA.

A TPM contains a small number of platform configuration registers (PCRs). Each PCR is made of tamper-resistant, non-volatile RAM that only the TPM can access.